ACROSS

1. Can glib radio broadcast grab primarily enthusiastic TV man? (4,5,5)
10. Courtyard piano – 8PM, here (5)
11. Where you might find worms in skylight after sunset? (9)
12. Hint: using Star Trek language’s not on (7)
13. Fantastic riches, penning first of zither movements (7)
14. Liverpool player after own goal, about . . . . to do this? (2,3)
16. When Prince upset singer, making false accusations (9)
19. One of the Young Ones heading up Coward season (6,7)
20. Drinks with lawyer, in cry for help (5)
22. What journo might say in print? (7)
25. Seductress flirting in Crete (7)
27. Rum showing in biscuit, said Prohibition agent (9)
28. Rear light units, say (5)
29. Son with gripe about ceremonial song (5,9)

DOWN

2. Fringes on women’s clothing no longer in fashion (9)
3. Ruth’s mother-in-law has complaint about setter (5)
4. Drink soda? Not initially, with a green rum (9)
5. Very small bits of moon visible before day is over (5)

Solution 15,526